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the marriageindustrial complex
PENING NIGHT AT the Smart Marriages Conference in Dallas feels iike a carnival. In a room the size of a football field, entrepreneurs stand in booths and shout over the mariachi band about their remedies for fixing broken marriages. If I dare to make eye contact as I walk past, they rush forward, thrust brochures and CD-ROMs at me, and launch into their sales pitches.
"We have a very structured process which includes mirroring, but then validation and empathy, so beyond just mirroring you get into something really connecting," the executive director ofImago Relationships International yells over the trumpet. Others want to teach me "How to Avoid Marrying a Jerk" or how to "Laugh Your Way to a Better Marriage." Some of the sellers are professional therapists, while others are former

stand-up comics and management consultants who have gotten into the marriage business.
I never realized how many different things could go wrong in a marriage until I sawall these cures. I've been married less than a year myself, but I'm depressed by the mere thought of one day paying a former sitcom writer to "rattle" my "marriage brain" or, worse, needing a two-day workshop in "Hot Monogamy."
The dozens of remedies available here are part of America's marriage-industrial complex, the sum of all the TV shows, selfhelp books, and tens of thousands of couples counselors whose raison d' etre is to explain why relationships go wrong. The topic of infidelity runs through the whole marriage-industrial complex. There are weekly support groups for cuckolded spouses and "sex addicts"; Web sites for adulterers, their mates and mistresses; healing weekends for couples in the throes of an infidelity crisis; and themed destinations like the Affair Recovery Center in Austin, Texas. These entrepreneurs have taken America's adultery script and written in their own message: Beware. Do not attempt to manage this on your own.
At the Smart Marriages Conference, a row of infidelity booths occupy prime real estate in the front of the hall. Anne and Brian Bercht, who until recently were merely an organizer of business seminars and a building contractor, respectively, are promoting their new memoir, My Husband's Affair Became the Best Thing That Ever Happened to Me. The book has already landed Brian an appearance on The Oprah Winfrey Show and has launched the couple's new vocation as motivational speakers on the topic of marriage, relationships, and affairs.
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Brand is king here. Michele Weiner-Davis, a social worker whose assistants man her busy booth, still recalls the moment she came up with a name for her approach to couples therapy. "I remember sitting in my home office, and all of a sudden I thought, 'Divorce' busters, divorce busting! ", she says. "I just knew I had hit on something that would really change my life." Soon afterward some reporters showed up at a talk she gave under the "Divorce Busting" title. Offers to write a book and appearances on television shows soon followed. Weiner-Davis, fifty-two, now heads a small empire that includes books, counseling, and speaking engagements around the country. A photograph of her looking determined and optimistic appears on every page of her Web site. Her mantra is that almost every marriage is salvageable, even after infidelity and even if only one spouse wants to work things out. She says people can get their straying spouses back by acting confident instead of crumbling. The cover of her Divorce Busting book promises results within a month. "Practically all of my clients are having affairs. A lot of them are," she says.
America's relationship entrepreneurs seem sincere about wanting to help people, but they're also in business. Just as the military-industrial complex needs wars, the marriage-industrial complex needs adulterous couples to believe they require help from professionals. If people think they can handle it aloneas they used to in America, and as they still do in most of the world-the entrepreneurs are out of a job.
The marriage-industrial complex has largely succeeded. Even Americans who scoff at self-help books and would never
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hire a "relationship tele-coach" spout the wisdom of the marriage-industrial complex anyway, without knowing where it originated. It has come to seem obvious to Americans that the discovery of infidelity leads to a confrontation, followed by counseling, perhaps other forms of support, and a long period of discussion and recovery (sometimes in perpetuity). Americans absorb this chronology through magazine articles, television shows, and advice from friends. If you've ever sat your partner down to discuss your relationship, or if you believe that after your wife cheats on you it's best to talk about what happened, or if you treat infidelity as a problem that can be solved, the marriage-industrial complex has gotten to you.
ANGELA IS WATCHING as I speak to her husband, Hank. Or, more precisely, she's hovering. She won't let me speak to him unless she's there. I'm not sure if she thinks I'll seduce him or if she just wants to monitor his story. She wedges herself between the two of us on the couch and rests her arm protectively around him.
Hank, fifty-two, is an appealing guy. He's built like a linebacker but has the gentle manner and easy laugh of someone you'd like to have a beer with. Only that won't happen, because Hank no longer drinks. He's not a recovering alcoholic; he's a recovering adulterer. "I will be someone who has committed adultery until the day I die," he tells me.
Hank remembers exactly where he was standing in the Pittsburgh airport when he was leaving a message on his home
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answering machine and called his wife by the name of his miL tress. That slip opened a new chapter in his life that included quitting his job as a sales manager and having a spiritual awakenmg.
Angela, who's forty-six and pretty, with wavy brown hair and a curvaceous figure, had had a feeling there was something wrong. That feeling, she realizes now, was the Holy Spirit "nudging" her. "I was just praying to know. Specifically, I was praying that it's going to be through a phone call. And it was through a phone call."
The morning after that phone call, back at their house in a suburb of Atlanta, Hank sat across from Angela in his home office and confessed. At a conference out of town, he had rekindled a relationship with an old girlfriend who worked for his company. "What happened was, shortly after we were married I was at a meeting. I was overcome with lust, and we had. . . I was unfaithful to Angela that night." It was apparendy just that one night, but he and the woman kept up a strong emotional connection.
That morning, with Angela listening on the line, Hank called the other woman to say it was over. Angela recalls, "She said, 'I just don't understand where this is coming from.' He just kept reiterating that he loved me and that he was going to stay with me."
Hank didn't stop with his confession to Angela. He also told members of his "men's group" and leaders of his church. They arranged for him to meet once a week with an "accountability partner" -something like a parole officer for adulterers-who
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introduced Hank to books like Personal Holiness in Times 0/ Temptation.
Hank was getting lots of support, but Angela was floundering. Her first husband had been unfaithful, too, but Hank's affair was a turning point. In her quest to get a handle on things, she read a book that said 92 percent of Americans lie. Her mother revealed that her father had cheated also. As this information rolled in, her worldview began to collapse. "I think my view before was that this earth is good and everyone is good," she tells me. "I guess I really didn't see the selfishness of life."
Couples counseling didn't help. Years after Hank's single slipup, Angela says, "I couldn't get past the pain. I said, 'God, I need someone who can understand me. ", She went to her computer and entered the word "affairs" in a search engine. Peggy Vaughan's Web site popped up. "I was kind of walking out the day I found Peggy's Web site," Angela says. She had a ninety-minute phone counseling session with Vaughan and ordered every one of her books. It was the beginning of Angela's
fessed he'd been fooling around with other women for seven years. "At first I said it can't be happening, because I thought if
he is, I automatically had to divorce him and go back to Mississippi to my parents," she says in a spitfire southern drawl. Instead the Vaughans became adultery pioneers. They published a book in 1980 asserting that affairs aren't a marital death sentence. After nearly a hundred television appearances, Vaughan launched a newsletter about infidelity that eventually grew into the Beyond Affairs Network, a support group for cuckolded spouses with chapters in twenty-eight states. Vaughan says couples should expect to spend "thousands of hours" discussing the affair. She helped Angela understand that her husband suffered from an emotional addiction. "It's very narcissistic behavior. It's an act of pleasure. It's pretty comparable to morphine," Angela says.
Vaughan believes adultery is rampant in America. She quotes Kinsey's estimates on levels of cheating and decides that one partner will have an affair in 80 percent of marriages, which is more than double the most credible scientific estimates. On the one hand, she says, magazines and movies glamorize celebrity affairs and make cheating seem like no big deal. But once it happens, she says Americans are ashamed to tell anyone that their spouses are cheating, and they come to feel increasingly isolated and depressed.
Peggy has made herself the protector of these lost souls. At a talk in Dallas, she says a small line of greeting cards aimed at people involved in extramarital affairs is "disgusting" and tha no one should joke about infidelity. A story about the cards rill
recovery.
Peggy Vaughan is a sixty-nine-year-old grandmother in San Diego who has devoted her life to helping people recover from affairs. It's hard to imagine someone with her blend of dogoo ding and workaholism emerging anyplace but the United States. She's up at six-thirty most mornings to respond to e-mails from the East Coast-often desperate missives from people in the early stages of discovery.
Vaughan doesn't have therapeutic training, but she draws on her personal experience. In 1974 her husband, James, con
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in a Bethesda newspaper, and it's been circulating on the Internet among horrified advocates for marriage. The newspaper itself ran a follow-up story citing the negative feedback it got from readers. The cards don't exactly make adultery sound glamorous. One meant for the holidays says, "As we celebrate with our families, I will be thinking of you." Another that's intended for a coworker says, "I used to look forward to the weekends but since we met they now seem like an eternity."
IN 1970 there were just three thousand marriage and family therapists in America. Most psychologists and psychiatrists assumed that mining a psyche was such a delicate process that you couldn't do it to two people at once. But the nascent marriage-industrial complex was beginning to converge around the idea that a couple isn't just two separate psyches but rather a "system" with its own history and dynamics. "The relationship" soon emerged as an independent entity that professionals could study. This systems theory assumed that while usually only one spouse had an affair, the other played some role in it, too. Therapists began examining a couple's dynamics for clues and searching each of their childhoods for unresolved conflicts that would explain why one of them cheated.
Meanwhile the rising divorce rate, which peaked in 1979, was making relationship problems a national concern. The number of practicing marriage and family therapists jumped to about twenty-two thousand by 1987, then doubled again in the
decade after that.
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This notion of "affair as symptom" filtered into America's popular imagination. In the 1989 film When Harry Met Sally, Harry tells his best friend Jess that his wife has just left him for a tax attorney:
JESS: Marriages don't break up on account of infidelity. It's
	just a symptom that something else is wrong.
HARRY: Oh really? Well that "symptom" is fucking my wife.
In the 1990s, experts were still refining their ideas on what causes relationship problems. Deborah Tannen's bestseller You
Just Don't Understand and John Gray's Men Are from Mars} Women Are from Venus argued that men and women get tripped up by their different styles of communicating, rather than by their emotional baggage. Some therapists even started blaming the affair on the person who had it, though the culprit could still turn around and blame his own parents.
Then, in 1998, the Clinton-Lewinsky affair thrust infidelity's fledgling experts onto prime time. "Back when I started 20 years ago, you couldn't even find infidelity mentioned in the classic family-therapy texts," the psychologist Don-David Lusterman, author of Infidelity: A Survival Guide, told the New York Times.
Thanks to the new national sex surveys, there were finally some hard data on affairs. Scientists wrote equations to predict how a "rational actor" would weigh the "total utility" of an affair and measured the importance of things like how often people think about sex and how guilty this makes them feel.
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Americans learned that 98 percent of men and 78 percent of women have fantasized about someone other than their spouse and that people who thought about sex every day were 22 percent more likely to have had extramarital sex than people who thought about it only a few times a week. They also discovered that people who enjoyed spending time with their spouse's family were 24 percent less likely to have had extramarital sex.
Therapists concluded anecdotally that "boring" was to the 1990s what "frigid" had been to the 1950s. Husbands weren't having affairs with their sexy young secretaries. Frequently they were taking up with women who were older and uglier than their spouses, but more interesting. Ladies' Home Journal advised readers that the way to hold on to a husband isn't
to lose weight and buy new lingerie, it's to "read, read, read! And then talk about books, articles, movies, and news together. . . . Remember that a healthy marriage isn't about comfort zones and status quos. If you settle for comfort, your marriage will die."
Increasingly, American couples were hearing these messages in a therapist's office. By 2004 there were over fifty thousand marriage and family therapists in America. An industry group estimates that each year 2.6 percent of all married couples consult them-roughly the same percentage as those who say they've committed adultery in the last year. Psychologists, psychiatrists, and social workers treat couples, too. The new research on affairs has also empowered a growing cadre of "marriage experts" of the sort found at the Smart Marriages Conference. They argued that couples don't need years of ther
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apy but rather practical skills that can be taught over a long weekend. These experts rarely have any scientific proof to back their claims but they offer gushing testimonials from former clients.
In her 2003 book NOT Just Friends, the Maryland psychologist Shirley Glass broke the news that people in happy marriages cheat, too. She said that as men and women work long hours together and go on joint business trips, friendships unwittingly evolve, into romances. This is true even for people who are having great sex at home. Glass and others also began describing the unconsummated "emotional affairs" their patients were developing at work or on the Internet and keeping secret from their spouses. This shifted the thinking on affairs yet again. Not only are affairs not principally about sex, but you can have an affair without even taking your clothes off. Americans coined a new mantra, which I heard over and over as I toured the country: It's not the sex, it's the lying.
t
SINCE LYING is the problem, truth telling has become America's cure for infidelity. Many therapists believe that a wife is entitled to ask her husband for the details of every text message and blow job he got from his mistress. The rationale is that the relationship between a husband and wife should be transparent. Some couples create a detailed chronology covering the entire period of the infidelity, even if it lasted for several years. The process stops when the wife can't take it anymore, or when she's satisfied that she's overturned every lie he has told. If any
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stray lies trickle out after this, the wife may have traumatizing flashbacks.
People in other countries didn't believe me when I told them about America's confession cure. They assumed that knowing the details would make a cuckolded spouse feel worse. But the truth-telling cure has become so widespread in the United States that it's now gospel on Web sites for people with cheating spouses. On the frenetically active Survivinglnfidelity.com, "Erica" says she spent twenty months interrogating her husband about his affair, and then "with the aid of my master calendar, the 1000 + email, the photo albums, visa receipts, and his old expense reports, he and I set out to put all of those 2~ years of infidelity on a timeline."
Members of infidelity Web sites are ruthlessly moralistic. To emphasize their status as victims, they use screen names like "so_lost," "choking" and "15ysfornothing." Their messages to each other read like wartime code: "I'm less than two months post dday, so I'm not very sure we're completely in R, though FWH wants to be."
D-day, or "discovery day," is the day a person discovers the partner's affair. Emotional time is measured from d-day forward. R is "recovery" (or sometimes "the relationship"), and FWH is a "former wayward husband." Other abbreviations include OW ("other woman"), BS ("betrayed spouse"), MOm ("maybe other man"), XOP ("ex-other person"), ONS ("onenight stand"), NC (no contact), SITD (still in the dark), and NPD (narcissistic personality disorder). A "cake man" isn't a
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pastry chef; he's a husband who wants to have his wife and his mistress, too.
Life is complicated, but the rules on the site are simple. A "wayward husband" must stick to a strict schedule of apologies and repentance. When a woman says she's going to a conference where she will run into her former lover, a site administrator advises her to tell him, "XOP, I'm actively working on my marriage, please 10 not contact or talk to me on a personal level. Have a nice day."
In real life, Americans use stories to justify their affairs, at least to themselves. But the ethos on these Web sites is that nothing excuses cheating. People who say they're in love with an affair partner are informed they're actually in a semihypnotized state called "the adultery fog." When a married woman
,
from Texas writes to say that she's fallen in love with her exfiance, respondents tell her, "What you're feeling is chemicals. . . . You've got something akin to addiction."
On the Internet everyone is competing for the moral high ground. Members of another Web site, called TOW (The
" Other Woman) describe their own cocktail of desperation, loneliness, and self-doubt. One woman writes, "I would like to expose my affair, but in an indirect way. . . . I don't want to come right out and tell his W, but I want her to find out. Any suggestions???" Within three days there are seventy-nine responses, ranging from signing her lover's penis with an indelible marker to warnings that "d-days" end badly for "other women" such as herself.
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